Abstract
Summary
Owing to their algebraic properties linear block codes are typically decoded using algebraic techniques. Generally, these algebraic techniques make hard decisions on the received bits causing an inherent loss of 2 dB in error performance. On the other hand, convallutional codes are decoded using the Viterbi algorithm or a sequential algorithm which use soft decisions and hence have a 2 cl B advantage over block codes. Therefore, the ability to extend the convolutional decoding techniques to block codes would clearly be advantageous. By applying the Viterbi algorithm to a trellis [wolf781 block codes can be deccded using soft decisions. Unfortunately, the width of this trellis grows exponentially with the number of parity symbols, thereby, making the Viterbi algorithm inefficient. A solution to this problem is the use of a sequential decoding algorithm.
Given a trellis a convlolutional decoding algorithm such as the sequential stack algorithm can be applied. A trellis for a cyclic or extended cyclic code can be constructed by using the code's shift register encoder IWoIf781. The advantage of using the encoder is that the sequential algorithm can generate trellis states as needed lather than having to store the complete trellis beforehand. This investigation uses an improved stack algorithm which stores partial paths in a priority queue [ChYa86] . The priorily queue is highly parallel and hence most comparisons are done simultaneously making '\e algorithm all the more efficient. The Fano metric, us d when decoding convolutional codes, is used as a measure I J determine the best path through the trellis.
Following Snyders and Be'ery [SnBe89] complexity is measured in terms of equivalent real number additions. The sequential algorithm manipulates four pieces of information (viz. state, metric, Paul, and depth). Of these, the metric is the only real number and thus the two metric operations solcly comprise the complexity. The first operation is metric addition which is performed when the branch metric 275 is added to the path metric. The second operation is metric comparison which is performed in the priority queue after every deletion or insertion.
As a comparison, the complexity of several soft decision techniques used to decode the (24,12) Golay code are listed below. Simulations (AWGN channel with BPSK modulation) were performed to measure the complexity and error performance of the stack algorithm. Based on these simulations the sequential algorithm is the better algorithm for decoding the Golay code when the signal-to-noise ratio is at least: As signal-to-noise ratios increase the sequential algorithm quickly becomes the most efficient algorithm for decoding block codes. For high signal-to-noise ratios the algorithm approaches its minimum decoding complexity of 292 addition equivalent operations. The simulations also confm that the sequential algorithm performs maximum likelihood soft decision d d i n g .
